8
ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 17
and B exerting no force at P.   Prove that the resultant force at P bisects the angle
2w      APE external to AP3 and is equal to -— cos -y- .
Describe a circle, centre P, to touch AB and intersect PA in C and BP produced in H. The resultant force at P is therefore equal to the attraction of the arc CH. Art. 12.
Ex. 9. The law of attraction of a uniform thin straight rod is the inverse /cth power. Prove that the components of attraction at a point P parallel and perpendicular to the rod are respectively
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the latter integral can be found by a formula of reduction in the usual way.
Ex. 10. The law of attraction of a cylinder infinitely extended in both directions is the inverse /cth power. Prove that the attraction at a point P is equal to that of the cross section provided (1) the law of attraction of the section is the inverse (/c-l)th power and (2) ratio of its density to the cylindrical density i£L2/(cos d)"-1 dQ, the limits being 0 to £TT, (see Art. 14).
17. Curvllmeax^TOds. The method by which the attraction of the straight rod AB is replaced by that of the circular arc GD in Art. 12 may be extended to other curves.
^ Two curvilinear rods AB, GD are so related that if any two radii vectores OAC, OBD are drawn, the attractions of the intercepted arcs AB, GD at the origin 0 are the same in direction and magnitude. It is required to find the relation between the densities ofthejrq^s.
Since the attractions are equal for all arcs, they are equal for infinitesimal arcs. Let OQR, OQ'Sf
be two consecutive radii vectores; ds>                                 rj
ds' the arcs QQ', RRf; m, m' the masses at Q, R per unit of length. Then if the law of attraction is the inverse /cth power of the distance we
,                   mds    m'ds'
have             —— = *w~ ,
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where r = OQ, r'= OR.    If <£, <f> be the angles the radius vector OQR makes with the tangents at Q and R} this gives
m
m'
(1).
r7*--1 sin <f>'
The densities  of the  curvilinear  rods  at  corresponding  points must therefore be proportional to

